Box 1:

Furnishings estimate for the Union Building, Ambrose C. Cramer, 1938
Snack bar blueprints, budget, 1958
Folding doors, 1961
Organ correspondence, 1966
Candy shop blueprints, budget, 1979
Student offices blueprints, 1984
Computing Services offices blueprints, 1988
Illinois, undated
Cincinnati, Cornell, Princeton, Toronto, Association of College Unions, undated
Indiana, 1934-36
Iowa, 1935
Iowa State, 1935
Kansas, undated
Michigan, undated
Michigan State, undated
Minnesota, undated
Nebraska, undated
Ohio State, undated
Oklahoma, undated
Oregon State, undated
Penn State, 1936
Purdue, 1934-36
Rochester, 1936
Texas, undated
Wisconsin, undated

Box 2:

Guest book, 1941-46